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The Associates of the Sisters of St. Louis, Nigeria Province had their annual
conference from 15 to 18 of March 2018 in Owo, Ondo State. The venue was the
premises of St. Catherine Anglican Secondary School, where an Associate is the

principal. Over one hundred participants took part in this year’s conference.

At the opening after arrival, the National Coordinator, Sr. Veronica Odida welcomed
everyone and wished them a successful deliberation. Professor Mrs. Esther Oyeyi gave
the keynote address, which was on MISSION. She described mission as the special duty
or function for which someone is sent as a messenger or representative, or series of
special religious services designed to increase faith or bring about conversion. She
defined mission as a practice follows the injunction of Jesus Christ to his disciples: “Go
therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all things that I have
commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the age.” (Matthew
28:19-20)

— Mary Okewola, SSL

National Conference of SSL Associates
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Furthermore, she reminded the gathering how the
Associates movement began in 1984 in California,
expanded and developed in Ghana, Ireland and Nigeria.
Today the Associates movement is flourishing
throughout the Institute. Sisters welcome and
encourage associates to join them for prayer,
celebrations, and those gatherings that focus on our
search for oneness and its expression in our daily lives.
Formation is a key component of the Associates
movement and this takes two years to complete. She
highlighted the elements included in the formation
programs as the history, charism, and spirituality of the
Institute, the St Louis Mission Statement, personal
development, exploration of lay spirituality and
development of prayer life, and discernment of justice,
peace and integrity of creation (JPIC). The attendees
asked questions at the end of the talk.

As part of recreation, the Associates went on
excursion to the king’s palace and national museum in
Owo. They also paid a courtesy call on Bishop Alonge
in Akure, where they attended a Mass in which
Associate aspirants who had been interviewed the
previous day made their commitment. Sr. Bridget
Agum, PLT Member in charge of the Associates,
received them on behalf of the sisters. The Associates
and their hosts took group photographs after the Mass.
Later, a national meeting took place where each area
of the Associates gave their reports. The social night
was very interesting; the Owo Traditional Troupe was
present to entertain the Associates. Each area
displayed their dancing talents in group.

The closing Mass was celebrated on the 18 March
and all departed and arrived safely back to their
different destinations.

New Associates make their commitments

Sr Bridget Agum received newly committed
Associates on behalf of the Province

Mrs Happy Balogun gives report from Ibadan
Zone

New Associates express joy in making their commitments
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Many children in Nigeria face a life of poverty,
family instability, inadequate educational
opportunities and poor physical and mental

health. All these hinder their ability to develop into
healthy adults, live a quality life and fulfil their life
aspirations. The Ibadan Remand Home is the only
juvenile correctional facility located in the city and was
established by the state government in 1955. There are
164 children in the home today. The remand home was
originally established as a correctional home for under
18 who have committed criminal acts but young to go
to jail. Today, it is home for children with a diversity of
psychopathological problems. Among these include the
epileptic, blind, deaf and or dumb, mentally retarded,
abandoned babies, physically challenged, deportee
from Libya and mentally deranged and the like.
 Strangely, the government does not allocate
enough money to fund the facility. Meanwhile,
donations that come into the home through the
government workers are shared among themselves
leaving only scanty provisions like biscuits, some milk
drinks and pasta for the children. The OBIJACKSON
FOUNDATION, known for work of charity came in about
a decade ago to partner with Oyo State government.
Since then, the presence of the Foundation has brought

smiles to the faces of the children. The children are now
given prompt medical attention and feeding. They also
get a regular supply of snacks in-between meals
(introduced by Sr. Mary Okewola, SSL) such as puff-puff,
gari, kulikuli, fruits, egg buns, soy milk and Tom Brown.
Their conditions are such that make them eat and eat
and eat without been satisfied.
 We want to thank our Sisters in Ijebu-Itele,
Gwagalada, and most importantly Ewulu for their
donations for the care of the children. OBIJACKSON
appreciates you, as every single thing you have been
donating is on record and gets to the children. We are
really caring for the poor and destitute through the
home. I also want to appreciate our Provincial
Leadership Team who have given their support through
visitations individually. Sr. Bridget has attended Mass
as well as address the children. Donations in form of
wears, food, drinks, cash, materials for arts and crafts,
etc., are always appreciated.

Update on Mercy Home,
Ibadan

ABOVE, LEFT: Some of the children in new attire donated by Madam
GED  |  ABOVE, LEFT: Sr. Josephine Tiav carrying an abandoned baby
while visiting   |   BELOW: Children of the home at Mass

— Mary Okewola, SSL (Head Caregiver)
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This is a combined report of the first  weekend of the
temporary professed sisters in Nigerian Province
for this year. The weekend in each of the three areas

began with an opening  ritual on the evening of arrival
after the norm of exchanging  pleasantries. Sister
Christiana Kure, Directress of temporary professed, was
officially welcomed in each area. It was her first official
meeting with the temporary professed sisters in Nigerian
Province since she assumed the role. The newly professed
Sisters: Alice, Eunice, Lucy, and Philomena, all belonging
to the Akure/Delta area were also specially welcomed to
their first  Junior’s weekend. We pray that the Lord of the
harvest will continually keep us faithful in His vineyard.
Amen.
 The second day in each area started with the
adoration of the Blessed  Sacrament and morning prayer,
after which we proceeded for the morning session. We
read from the Gospel of Luke 10:38-42, reflected and
shared on the theme. The morning session also involved
passing round a lit candle to each person as an offer of
peace. In all, the weekends were quite enriching with
prayer sessions, scriptural readings, reflections and
sharing from the Drama Triangle, during which we all had
the opportunity to share our reflections in our different
areas which we had had in preparation towards the
weekend.

“The Three Faces of Victim”, an overview of the
drama triangle, by Lynne Forrest, was the article we
reflected on in preparation for the weekend. The drama
triangle is described as an interpersonal communication

dynamic that is found in human consciousness and social
interactions. It is a dysfunctional social game that we
learned in the course of childhood  experiences. The aim
of studying and sharing the drama triangle at the weekend
was basically to help us understand the three roles that
each of us play in our day to day interactions, either
consciously or unconsciously. These are the roles of
PERSECUTOR, RESCUER or VICTIM, which represent the
different forms of unhealthy and manipulative
relationships that exist among individuals and groups in
all walks of life. It is only when we  recognise that we are
in the triangle that we can strive to let ourselves out of it
and engage in healthy relationships. At the end of our
sharing on the article, and on our personal experiences
on how we have found ourselves at one time or another
in the drama triangle, especially in relating to one another
in the community, we all admitted that there is the need
for us to strive to get out of the dysfunctional game as
soon as we notice we are being drawn into it, so as to
correct the dysfunctional relationship in our communities
and workplaces.
 Our sisters who attended the renewal course from 31
July to 28 August 2017 in Ghana shared their experiences
at another session during the weekend. They reported
that they had a wonderful experience. They shared
insights they gained on human development, which is the
combination of the whole person especially in our mission
and life. We must not forget that we are humans
irrespective of our vocation. We are neither super humans
nor angels but people who have been called to live as

The Lord of nature, who dwells
in the stillness of the woods

and in the hearts of men, made
Himself manifest to us again

as we  gathered  together  this
year in the three different

areas of our Province for the

Temporary
Professed Sisters

Weekend
Programme

in the month of February 2018.“Be still, cease striving and
know that I am God.” (Psalm 46: 70)

— Temporary Professed Sisters, Nigeria Province

—continued on page 5
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prophetic witnesses of Christ despite our weaknesses or
imperfections within our broken world. Therefore, we
need to be  wary of the use of science and technology
(social media) which may cripple our spiritual lives.
 Furthermore, we should appreciate our sexuality,
which, if not well balanced, can lead to a distorted life.
However, we can have a balanced sexuality, coping with
sexual urges by:

● accepting it as a gift from God.
● Depending on God to teach us the best way to handle

it, instead of pretending or denying that it is not there.
● meeting with friends or people in open places and not

in enclosed or secluded areas.
● knowing ourselves and our sexuality.
● being free to talk about our friends.
● Doing physical exercise relief the mind of emotions.

 The debriefing was followed immediately with
evaluation of how the weekend had been. Through our
representatives at the different areas, we expressed our
gratitude to Sister Christie on behalf of the groups for a
well organized weekend and prayed the Holy Spirit to
strengthen her as she takes up this new assignment. We
also expressed our indebtedness to Sister Angela Chioma
Ogu, the outgoing Directress of temporary professed, for
the values she inculcated into us during her service. We
pray that God will reward her with more  graces on her
journey of faith.
 The weekend in each area came to a beautiful end
with the closing rituals. We thank God for the gift of
ourselves and our ever amiable sisters in the host
communities during the weekends, for the warmth and
friendliness with which they welcomed us. We pray for
more grace on our journey towards God, that the great
values of our founders will keep us together in love. We
also appreciate the supports from our individual
communities, asking for blessings upon them and their
apostolates. As we await the resurrection of Christ our
redeemer, may we with great joy rejoice in His victory over
sin and death at Easter. Amen.

TEMPORARY PROFESSED SISTERS WEEKEND —continued from page 4

GWAGWALADA  AREA: 2 - 4  FEBRUARY 2018, St. Louis Convent
Gwagwalada, Abuja

LAGOS/IBADAN AREA: 16 - 18 FEBRUARY 2018, St. Louis Convent
Ebute-meta, Lagos

AKURE/DELTA AREA: 23 - 25 FEBRUARY 2018, St. Louis Convent,
Ewulu, Delta State
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Deepening GC 2015 Calls

— Bida Community

The General Chapter 2015 logo inspires us to respond to the call
of Jesus in John 3: 14: “If I your Lord and Teacher has washed your
feet, you ought to wash one another’s feet”.  We are called as

disciples of Christ to wash one another’s feet, be one another’s keeper
by empowering the feeble and defenceless of our world who are poor
and voiceless, not by choice but by circumstances beyond them.
 The mission of the Church is to go into the world and make disciples
by declaring the Gospel of Jesus Christ and Christ came to give life in
abundance (John 10:10). Through the mission of Christ, we are called to
give life and sustain it in our actions and words. This invitation is to all
members of Christ’s family: aspirants working with us, candidates under
formation, sisters under vows either temporary or final, our friends and
associates, families and those working in our various institutions,
collaborating with us to achieve the mission and vision of the Institute.
 The chapter call on Mission for life charges us to opt for the poor and
marginalized as a matter of priority in our society like we are already
doing in Kano among the Maguzawas, in Majindu at Lagos State
Rehabilitation Centre, in our Louisville Secondary schools and St. Louis
Primary schools, where scholarships are given to indigent
students/pupils. We can explore ways of doing more of this as we live
and work in a decaying and hungry world where injustice has become

the norm. We are called to make a
difference and be a sign of
contradiction: to serve and not to be
served.

MISSION FOR LIFE

One of the GC 2015 captions on Mission For Life
reads, “Mission is to go to a no-place, serve
God’s nobodies and (in the eye of the world)

accomplish no-thing.” This expression evokes
memories of our participation in the Secondary School
in Ondo. Those were the twilight days that never went
dim — a symbol of “our perseverance”.
 As at present, St Louis Secondary School, Ondo in
all its ramification is reclaiming her lost glories. Another
dawn has set. The prayers, presence and the
indefatigable spirit of the Old Students (SLOSA) has
ensured the return of one of their own as the Principal
of the School. As if that is not enough, one of her

— Ondo Community

The Example of the Lord and Teacher

Our Perseverance

L-R: Mrs Bode Betiku, Vice-Principal, Mrs Adeyemi, Principal
(both of St Louis Secondary School, Ondo) and Sr. Veronica
Odida

 —continued on page 7
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APRIL
Birthdays & Feastdays

Many Happy Returns!

NO COMMUNITIES MONTH
1 Akure & Akpassi February 2018
2 Bida & Ondo March 2018
3 Dassa & Owo April 2018
4 Ewulu & Etampes May 2018
5 Gidan Mariya & Grigny June 2018
6 Gwagwalada & Ipaja July 2018
7 Ijio, LGHS & Uromi August 2018

8 Ikere, ALBRC & Iseyin September 2018

9 Kano & Kolapo October 2018
10 Mokola & Marywood November 2018

11 Oka, Novitiate & Zonkwa December 2018

Timetable for contributions to GC Calls (2015)
2018 theme: Mission for Life

Deepening GC 2015 Calls

Easter
Monday

Sr. Chinyere
Okpara

Feastday

4 Sr. Rosemary
Joseph

Birthday

27 Sr. Margaret
Dauda

Birthday

29 Sr. Ruth
Catherine
Orunpegan

Feastday

29 Sr. Catherine
Adelegan

Feastday

29 Sr. Catherine
Fafila

Feastday

vice-principals is also an Old Student. In this we have
realized that we are at the centre of what time, meaning
and history are all about. We include in this piece some
photographs of the Old Students during the
64th  anniversary of the School.  More  updates will
come.

As part of our Mission for Life, we minister to the
young ones in our schools in various ways, making
them grow up as responsible citizens. Akinsete
Oluwanifemi, one of our pupils in St. Louis Nursery
Primary School, Ondo, emerged as the overall best in
the last Common Entrance conducted by

the Ondo State Ministry of Education. ’Nifemi and her
mother and other well wishers accompanied him to
Akure for the award.  It was indeed a glorious day for
the family and the school. From the photographs, we
have, Mrs. Akinsete, the mother, Mrs. Arowosade the
ZEO of  Ondo  West L.G.A., Sr. Clara Azubuike and
Nifemi. We are also called, to serve one another, as
Christ did.  Cecilia OreOluwa a past student of St. Louis
Secondary School Ondo, with her physical disabilities
collaborates with Sr. Philomena Onotevure in reaching
out to the poor and the aged to bring Christ to them as
part of our Mission for Life.

Old Students race at the 64th anniversary of St Louis
Secondary School, Ondo

L-R: The ZEO, Mrs Arowosafe, Sr. Clara Azubuike, ‘Nifemi and
Mrs Akinsete

MISSION FOR LIFE —continued from page 6
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—Comfort Gabriel,
Rita Yohanna (Aspirants)

We arrived at Gidan
Mariya on the evening of
Friday 9 March 2018

where we had the opportunity to
share in the life of Sisters of St.
Louis over the weekend. We had
supper together with the sisters
and we had wash up after.  We
gathered in the sitting room for a
kick- off of the program by
introducing ourselves.  With us
were Sr Veronica Orunmoluyi and
Sr Christiana Adeforiti. Sr. Veronica
welcomed us and intimated us with
the activities lined up for the
weekend. We had night prayer
together and we all went to bed.
 In the morning of 10 March, we
woke up early, had our bath and

went for Mass. This was followed by
a general cleaning of the convent
and its environment which lasted
for about an hour. After breakfast,
we gathered in the sitting room
again with Sister Veronica. We
began the session with morning
prayer and reflected on the
readings of the day: Hosea 5:15-6:6
and Luke18:9-14. We shared our
reflections and ended the prayer
with spontaneous prayers.
 The first talk was given by Sister
Veronica on the meaning of Lent
and our Christian duties in the
season.  She highlighted the three
virtues expected of us: prayers,
fasting and almsgiving. She
explained the difference between
fasting and abstinence. We also
learnt about the Passion Week and

Easter season.  After a 30-minute
break, Sr. Veronica gave a brief talk
on the history of the Sisters of St.
Louis, who they are and where they
are in the world. We asked
questions for some clarifications.
 Sr. Christiana Adeforiti joined us
for the afternoon program and we
had Sr. Perpetua Oloba join us in
the evening session to give us a talk
on “God’s Call to Us”. She said in
order for us to know if God is truly
calling us, we need to be prayerful
and learn to make sacrifices. The
Saturday supper time was a
relaxing one and the aspirants
presented a short drama in relation
to misconception of young girls
about religious, especially joining
religious life because of material
needs. It left everyone laughing and
reflecting at the same time. We had
enough to eat and drink throughout
the weekend and something special
at every meal the whole of Saturday.
 We all left for our various
destinations on Sunday after
attending the students’ Mass at 6.30
am and taking our breakfast. We
thank the sisters for organizing
such a nice programme where
young ladies from different tribes
and cultures get to know one
another. God bless the Sisters of St.
Louis.

— Helen Falaye and Eucharistia
Ariyo

What a wonderful weekend we had
again! We arrived safely on Friday 2
March 2018 into the Novitiate
compound just in time to join the
community at Stations of the Cross.
A few others arrived after it.
Meeting with known faces was quite
a joy as we hugged each other. New
members were welcomed. We were

all warmly received by the Novices
and settled into our rooms. This
was followed by liturgy preparation.
 Saturday was most interesting
day as aspirants shared
assignments on the history of the
Sisters of St Louis with Sisters
Philomena Onutevure and
Margaret Yusufu completing the
story where they missed out. A
group presented a few chapter's
from Rite's of Christian Initiation
into Adulthood (RCIA) Church
programme. This literally brought
us face to face with situations that
affect our lives, demanding our

responses to our Catholic faith.
Through various discussions we
were able to see how parents fail to
bring their children up well and how
Nigeria has ended up in a mess. Yet
our souls restlessly yearn for God!
 We acted a play titled, "Father,
Bless Me" based on Gen. 27:1-38. It
reflected how parental attitude
causes segregation in the family,
among sibling's and causing a big
crisis in the world.
 We all left the Novitiate on
Sunday after Mass, a photograph
session and breakfast, grateful for
the worthwhile experience.

LIVE-IN WEEKEND AT GIDAN MARIYA CONVENT, ZONKWA

Some aspirants at the Live-in Weekend in Zonkwa

ASPIRANTS WEEKEND
AT THE NOVITIATE
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— Josephine Tiav, SSL

Since I listened to Fr. Tony
Akinwale in a February talk on
Mission, Leadership and

Restructuring, I have been musing on
the question: ‘How do I tell the world
that we need God?’ There is an innate
need and desire in us humans to relate
and express ourselves to the Divine.
We just find an outlet of that
expression in various ways: in
traditional religion, Christianity or
Islam. Whatever spirituality we settle
for, it is responding to that inner
yearning within us to relate to a
supreme force that is more powerful
and all-encompassing, to which we feel
awkward ignoring and not responding
to.

On 30 March 2108, Good Friday,
the answer came, staring me in the
face, in the very experience of walking
via Dolorosa from our parish, Divine
Mercy, Monatan, Ibadan, to an Out
Station which took 1 hour, 30 minutes
and 40 minutes of brisk walk back
home after the Stations of the Cross.
My inner voice kept telling me, “This is
how to do it: take Jesus to them through
spiritual activity, public prayer and
witnessing.” Not like the Pharisees
Jesus described who liked to seek
attention but by authentically bearing
witness to what I believe.
 On Good Friday today, children,
youths, adults, aged mothers and

fathers with six of us (SSL) and the
parish priests prayed the Stations of
the Cross publicly. We did our thing
whether it was welcomed or not; we
just walked on. Whether they liked it or
not, we passed on. Hopefully people
heard us and saw us, and hopefully we
made some impression. I felt like we
were reawakening, reminding, calling
and inviting people to think and
consider their very nature that needs
urgent attention, reminding them that
it was true that a man once walked this
same way for our redemption and so
we need to rethink and consider His life
and teachings.
 The exercise was not easy, for we
had to contend with crossing the
roadside markets agog with blaring
music and carnivals already ushering
in Easter. With the vehicles and
motorists, pedestrians and on-lookers,
it felt like going against the tidal waves

to our destination. It was a vivid
experience of the spiritual battle one
has to face in making choices every
day, every moment to be on God’s side,
the spiritual side and not the flesh. It
pictured how we make up your mind
to do good in the face then temptations
and human weaknesses. For a long
time I stayed away from public prayer
of this sort because of the distractions
but today was different; I felt I prayed
and everyone that participated too did.
I could feel it, probably because of the
clarion call to pray for Nigeria at this
critical time in our political history.
Even the children were so sober that
they kept in line and participated. I felt
we were also beckoning on others to
pray for the forgiveness or our sins of
man’s inhumanity to man. I was
satisfied and convinced that this is
surely one way we could tell people
that we need God!

Annual Zonal Retreat of Associates of
Sisters of St. Louis in Ibadan
—Mrs Veronica Ladam, Member

The Ibadan Zone Associates of the Sisters of St. Louis met for their
annual retreat from 1 to 3 March 2018 at the Provincialate,
Kolapo-Ishola GRA, Ibadan. The Sister coordinator for the zone, Sr.

Mary Okewola received much support from the Kolapo-Ishola community
in hosting the Associates for the weekend.

Rev. Fr. Joseph Asunde facilitated the retreat for the Associates. The
retreat featured a talk, individual and group prayer sessions and renewal
of commitments. The retreat ended with a Holy Mass of Sunday 3 March.
The Associates are grateful the sisters and especially the Kolapo-Ishola
community for their hospitality. Sint Unum – may we be one. Ibadan Zone Assosiates with Kolapo-Ishola community and

Fr. Joseph Asunde

WE NEED GOD

Parishioners being blessed at the end of the
Stations

Sr Esther Akpa singing along
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This is a special invitation coming to you from the ST LOUIS YOUTH CHOIR, ETAMPES (directed by MaryJo
Abba, SSL), inviting you to pray with them for the success of their concert taking place on 8 April 2018 at
St Basile Catholic Church, Etampes. The concert is organised to raise fund to finance a trip to Ireland (27
to 31 October 2018) in response to an invitation by the WALTERSTOWN CHOIR, who were also in Etampes
in April 2017 for five days with the St Louis choir during which they participated at the concert.

— MaryJo ABBA, SSL

The consecrated persons of the diocese gathered to
celebrate the Feast of the Presentation on 4 February
2018. The Bishop of the diocese, Michel Pansard

advised all present about living a good life as a Religious.
Usually, what is reasonable in the eyes of human beings is
very far from God. The wisdom of God always supersedes
every thing. God says in the book of Isaiah, “My thoughts are
not your thoughts.”  The Bishop implored the gathering to
think of how he called David the little one, the disciples and
the Virgin Mary.
 Furthermore, he said the day we took our vows, we did
not say we would do this and that for some gains. Or we were
doing it because of someone. The unique response was
“giving“ or “offering“. The prayer of consecration says it all,
and it’s unique for each and everyone. Bishop Pansard threw
some light on the vows. In POVERTY, we choose to be poor (
in the community, in our institute) in a world of desperate
search for richness. We are called to remember those who
are poor not by choice. To Make a choice of poverty is to
reject all that the world get crazy about. Poverty is linked to
our weaknesses and limitations. In CELIBACY, we choose a
way of giving ourselves to loving the other, a deeper
relationship with God, neighbour and oneself. The choice is
of a relationship exclusive for God and His church. We are
not Angels but human beings who are called to love. In
OBEDIENCE, we choose to be in communion, to be in union
with the superior and leaders. Ours is a life that does not
satisfy the will of self. To obey is to listen, to be faithful to our
calling, our charism. Even so, to obey is not to paralyse one

or to depress or oppress one — it is a service of unity. In unity,
there must be rules and there must be an authority. Whereas
unity is easily felt in large communities, it could be hell in
communities of less than five sisters when one is left out.
 St Theresa of the Child Jesus said Love of God is Love of
neighbour. Loving our fellow human beings helps us better
to love God, makes our journey towards the One who has
called us more focused just like those in the Bible. He advised
further to focus on the Lord, and not to get distracted with
our sister or brother who is not like us, who does not do
things as we do, etc. He prayed at the Mass to God us to
always show us the way.

RELIGIOUS ASSEMBLY OF THE DIOCESE OF EVRY,
4 FEBRUARY 2018 AT ST PIERRE OF PERRAY.

L-R: Sisters Maryjo Abba, Francisca Nwachukwu and Gladys
Ekhareafo
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by Rita Akin-Otiko, SSL

SSL @ 70 in Nigeria: How are
we doing in contemporary

Nigeria?

I was inspired to write, albeit briefly, about this topic
when I came across Dr. Margaret R. O’Leary’s book
titled, Louise Humann (1766-1836): Re-Christianizing Post-

Revolutionary France. I immediately purchased the Kindle
version via Amazon. O’Leary’s late
mother-in-law attended Notre
Dame de Sion school in Kansas
City, here in the state of Missouri,
from 1918 to 1930. According to
the author, the education given to
her by the nuns was life-changing.
When O’Leary realized the power
and significance of Louise
Humann’s ministry as recorded in
the existing French literature, she
embarked on writing her biography for readers who speak
the English language. The life of Louise Humann, and those
of our forebears will always be points of reference,
especially as Nigeria Province celebrates 70th anniversary of
the arrival of our first expatriate Sisters, and of our service
in various ministries.

“To everything there is a season, and there is a time to
every purpose under the heaven,” so wrote the author of
the book of Ecclesiastes in the opening statement of the
third chapter. The prevalent and nagging season in
contemporary Nigeria is that of abject poverty and misery
in many homes. When I heard of Bishop Joseph Bagobiri’s
(of Kafanchan diocese) death, I wept because I felt that the
leader and spokesperson for the people of Southern Kaduna
(Christians, Muslims, African Traditionalists, Atheists etc)
had exited the stage at a very crucial time when the people
especially Christians were being massacred and needed a
strong, resilient voice to articulate their sufferings. With all
the maimed and raped, mournful and sorrowful, orphaned
and widowed, sick and dying, poor and marginalized all
around us, I cannot but keep thinking of Louise Humann
and her heroic activities in post-revolutionary France. So,
pardon me to ask, “How relevant are we, SSLs in the
contemporary reality of Nigeria?” My question is not meant
to be an indictment, neither is it implicitly or explicitly
directed at our leaders. It is my humble suggestion for
personal and communal reflection by every member of the

Province at home or in diaspora as we thankfully
contemplate our journey and service in the last 70 years.

This suggested reflection is two-dimensional. First, what
may I do as an individual in my day-to-day living to douse
the poverty-induced tension around me? Second, how may
we (collectively) within our apostolates and communities
accommodate the poor and marginalized? They are all
around us! How may we reach out to our brothers and
sisters who are migrating to “safer terrains” from dangerous
to relatively safer locations in and outside Nigeria? What do
we do about children, women, vulnerable people who are
now tagged “IDPs” — Internally Displaced Persons? How do
we help families who are accommodating over 20 other
families who left the IDP camps because of the brutality they
faced every day? How do we take care of children whose
parents can no longer pay their school fees? What do we do
about the genuinely poor yet sick, needing our attention in
the hospital? How do we minister to families on the verge

of breaking up because of poverty? How do we encourage
our youth that there is hope for a better tomorrow? The
questions are limitless. If we do not ask, we may never know;
if we do not seek, we may never discover; and if we do not
knock at their doors we may never find out the responses
to these and so many other very important inquiries in our
Nigeria of today.

Even though we recognize our need for Divine
intervention in order that further calamities be averted, it is
also important that we (all of us in the Province not only
those in charity-related ministries) need to play our part as
well as we can in this time of near despair. Louise Humann
stood up and filled many gaps in people’s lives. She showed
in her actions what she believed in her heart. It is not enough
to pray. The fruits of our prayers are equally important.
When this season of desolation is over, and stories are being
told of efforts offered to support our fellow Nigerians in
their pain and isolation, what stories would be told of the
saintly Sisters of St. Louis, Nigeria Province? Will there be
reference to the Louise Humanns of our time? The
foundation laid by our forebears 70 years ago was built with
and on tremendous sacrifice and generosity. Beloved
sisters, how are we doing in our contemporary Nigeria? “The
labour of our Sisters past, shall never be in vain…”

O’Leary, M. R. (2016). Louise Humann (1766-1836): Re-
Christianizing Post-Revolutionary France. Retrieved
from: https://read.amazon.com/?asin=B0793PNHTL

When this season of desolation is over,
and stories are being told of efforts
offered to support our fellow Nigerians
in their pain and isolation, what stories
would be told of the saintly Sisters of St.
Louis, Nigeria Province?
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Dear Family,

“An empty grave is there to prove my Saviour lives!” Bill
Gaither argues in his evergreen song, Because He Lives. And
truly, this is one singular proof of the Christian faith — the Risen
Christ.

Paul says to the Corinthians, “if Christ has not been raised,
your faith is futile and you are still in your sins.  Then those also who
have fallen asleep in Christ have perished. If in Christ we have hope
in this life only, we are of all people most to be pitied. But in fact
Christ has been raised from the dead, the firstfruits of those
who have fallen asleep.” (1 Corinthians 15:17) We thank God, the
Father or our Lord Jesus Christ, who has given us the victory
through the sacrifice of His Son.
 Talking about sacrifice, it is auspicious that the bulk of
articles in this issue is about giving in various forms: “giving to
others” as can be seen in the Home of Mercy article; “giving of
oneself” as can be seen in both the theme and outcome of the
aspirants and juniors weekends and more so, in the activities of
the associates across the Province. Our Lord Jesus paid the
ultimate prize of sacrifice, laying  down his life in our stead. We
cannot do too much in emulating him.
 As we celebrate his resurrection on Sunday at Easter this
year, the empty tomb can inspire us unto greater service for
humanity and to the glory of God our Redeemer. Victory!

“Greater love
hath no man
than this, that a
man lay down his
life for his
friends.”
― Jesus Christ:
The Bible,
John 15:12

The Empty Tomb

‘Pelumi O’Dunsin

— Janet Makinde, SSL

The African Kidney Foundation celebrates
world Kidney Day every year. On 3 February,
this year's celebration was kicked started

with a walk form Adebola Shopping Mall, GRA, Ikeja
to Adam and Eve, Issac John, Ikeja. Participants  in
the walk distributed flyers to raise awareness. After

about one and a half hours,
the walk ended with talks
from two doctors who
spoke on the need for
annual medical check-up
with special emphasis on
kidney function test, blood
pressure, blood glucose,
test for protein and
p r o m p t / p r o p e r
management of raised
blood pressure and
diabetes. They taught the
people that if these
ailments are not detected
early and put under control,
they can result in kidney

damage.
 The doctors also spoke on the need to eat
well.  Plenty of fruits, vegetables and water are
healthy for the body. Emphasis was laid on
reduced intake of oily food, carbohydrates, food
rich in fat and large consumption of meat as these
are fattening and increases weight gain, which in
turn gives rise to blood pressure, diabetes, etc.,
predisposing the kidney to damage and failure.
 Attention was also drawn to the following:
● The need to exercise for at least 30 minutes

every day.
● Avoiding alcohol be it beer or wine
● Avoiding the use of bleaching cream, especially

the ones with Hydroqinone as this substance
permeates the skin and deposits toxic waste
in the kidney .

● Being wary of using drugs without prescription
or expired drugs.

World Kidney Day 2018

Sr. Janet Makinde at the
event


